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ABSTRACT
In the area of Information visualization ((InfoVis), the terminologies of insight and sense
making have been used interchangeably. A clear difference or similarity of these terms has not
been addressed and outlined. From the literature, it is anticipated that these terms involve
different types of process, but the relationship with each other is still vague. Thus, in this study,
the definition of InfoVis, insight and sense making were analyzed. We compiled and drew a
graphical diagram
m of the flow of each process. Based on that we construct a generic model that
th
consolidates and link all of identified components. As a result, wee strongly proposed that sense
making is an active process which is shown as a pipeline between major components
componen within the
insight process. The outcome of this study assists the researcher who is new to the field of
InfoVis to become aware of the meaning of these terms.
Keywords: information visualization; insight; sense making; cognitive; data abstraction.
abstraction
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information visualization (InfoVis) is one of the impacts of the evolution of the technology
advancement in representing information. By the scenario today in which the huge size of
information has been gathered, the need of InfoVis becomes necessary in order to display and
deal with the big data. Thus, presenting information or knowledge in the most accurate form
to the targeted users is vital. InfoVishas also become a major tool for gaining insight [1-2].
InfoVisenlarges human cognition by presenting the information graphically [2-3]. This
method usually engages with complicated data alteration, interpretation, and communication
techniques. It can be very complex [4] as it connects human’s visual insight to recognize
trends, patterns and uncommon occurrences in datasets [5]. Upon that, to present information
accurately requires an understanding of how it is being perceived cognitively.
In the area of visualization, InfoVis, insight and sense making occur in most literature
interchangeably. Most of the time these three terms have been defined based on individual
context. A clear difference or similarity of these terms has not been addressed and outlined.
Based on this regard, this study aims to assist researcher who is new to the field of InfoVis to
become aware of the three important terminologies that always found in the most of their
foundational literature.
In this study we review definitions given by researchers and then we draw the flow of
processes of these three terminologies from selected articles. Based on that, we construct the
acquaintance of the basic key elements of the processes and form a relationship of identified
components.
This paper is divided into seven sections. It starts with the first section which covers on the
introduction. The second section comprises of the study motivation, problem statement,
objectives and the significance of this study. The third section presents briefly on the literature
of the three terms. Section four is focusing on the methodology and the details of the InfoVis,
insight and sense making process. Finally, in section five, generic model is constructed and
the discussion of the model is also presented. And the last section which is section six is the
conclusion of the overall study.
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2.STUDY MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE
Knowledge is a theoretical or practical understanding of a subject which consists of a
relationship between information and facts [6]. It is commonly represented by symbols. Its
purpose is to facilitate inference from the knowledge elements before creating new ones. The
representation of knowledge must be in the form that understood by humans [7]. Visualizing
information using symbols, shapes and other graphic representations must comply with the
purpose of knowledge formation. As that relates to the interpretation of knowledge which goes
through certain cognitive processes.
InfoVis, insight and sense making have been discussed in several studies. Literature
characterized these terms independently based on their context of study. In our hypothesis, we
anticipate that there must be a certain linkage among them. Apart from that, we wanted to see
its association in a bigger perspective. Thus, we attempt to address this association and
relationship by reviewing the literature pertaining to these three cognitive flow of processes.
The main objectives of this study are as the followings. The first objective is to review, select
and extract basic flow of a defined concept of insight, sense making and InfoVis. The second
objective is to analyze the relationship between said concepts. And the third objective is to
consolidate and synthesize a relationship model of the three elements in generic form.

3. BACKGROUND
InfoVis is closely related to perception. Generally, the perception is defined as a process in
which human’s stimulation is converted into systematic knowledge. Human manage and
understand the information using sensory receptors and this is called as perception process.
Visual perception facilitates sense making. In general, sense making refers to how human find
structure in an ambiguous situation, involving informational, communicational and
computational processes [8]. A sense making is simply defined as “making sense of things”.
In [9] defined it more comprehensively as “a motivated and continuous effort to understand
the connections”.
Visual perception also comes from visual information that provide an insight of certain
matters. The process of insight includes how the users see the data that is visually represented
through their sight or vision.Insight can be generally described as a human cognition to
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achieve the meaning of the data that is viewed in a logical form. In previous
research[10]mentioned that the purpose of InfoVis is to provide effective tools and methods
in gaining insight as well as to give better knowledge of a dataset [10]. In[6] stated that
insights can be recorded in a form of notes or list. The changes in the notes refer to the
insight actions. He added that users clearly indicate visualizations that are derived from
their insights into visual insight actions. Insight can also be facilitated through making
connections between digital representations like a graph or numerical dataset, or into scientific
phenomena they are intended to represent [11-12].
According to [5], insight and sense making are interrelated in which to understand the
procedural aspects of insights, they found that understanding sense making is also important.
Interesting discussion on insight and sense making has been found out in several studies, but
the similarity and differences of the procedural aspects have not been discussed. Therefore, in
order to look into this matter, we conducted a review on it.

4. METHODOLOGY
Collectively 27 published papers consist of 10 journal articles, 9 conference papers and 8
technical reports and 3 book chapters have been reviewed in this study. The databases that
are mostly used are from IEEE, ACM, Springer and SAGE. From all of these documents,
some analyses are made to identify the concept of insight, InfoVis, sense making process as
well as on how they relate and associate with each other. The focus has been given to articles
that presented a definition or discussion on the process and flow significantly. Selected
definition from few articles are presented in the following section.
The definitions were compiled and plot in the form of graphical flow. The purpose is to easily
discover its similarities and differences. Through the manual observation, we examine each of
the general basic flow among the identified components. Based on the graphical diagram, we
will be able to locate common flow and sequences if those were exist. In later sections, we
present a discussion of prevalent attributes discover from the analysis.
In this section, analysis of five definitions of InfoVis, eight flow of processes of insight, and
five flow of processes of sense making are presented. Table 1 presents the summary of the
statement of each definition.
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Table 1. The compilation InfoVis definition

References

[5]

Information

Statement of

Summarization of

Concept

Defined Concept

visualization

is

about

harnessing human’s remarkable visual
perception capabilities to help identify
trends,

patterns,

and

unusual

occurrences in datasets.

[13]

Information visualization is the art and
science

of

representing

abstract

information in a visual form that
enables users to gain insight through
their

perceptual

and

cognitive

capabilities

[2]

Information visualization is the process
of creating mental models of visually
represented data
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Information visualization is a way to
present data graphically to amplify
human cognition.

Information visualization is a tool to
[3]

visually represent abstract concepts that
are not inherently spatial, since the
associated data have no clear physical
representation.

From the table, in[5] stated that InfoVis is used to gain occurrence in a dataset which we
classify as insight. In [2-3, 13]used different terms in their definition as they stated their final
outcome of InfoVis is a mental model, human cognition and visual abstract concept
respectively. Definition discussed by [11-12]as given in the prior section, classify these terms
as insight. Therefore,in [3, 5, 14-15] are actually similar. In [1] discussed the theory in the
context of philosophical approach, but when we summarized it in a form of graphical
representation it is still similar to the rest.
In the next table which is Table 2, the summary of defined flow of process of insight and its
remark is shown. Similar to Table 1, all of the definition that are presented in the table is
arranged based on the year which the study has been conducted
Table 2.The compilation of insight process flow
References

Concept of Insight That is Constructed

Summary of Defined Concept

in Authors’ Definition
[16]

An individual observation about the data

Observe

by the participant.
Data
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Meaning
[17]

Insight is complex, deep, qualitative, (Deep)
unexpected and relevant.

(Complex)

Observe

Data

Meaning
(Qualitative, unexpected
and relevant)
[5]

The Insight is not only an end result or
simple discovery of hidden truth, but also Observe
an intermediate state in the iterative and
cyclic procedure of sense making and

Iteration

Data

invention
Meaning
[2]

The Insight comes from human powers of Observe
deduction
mapping

and

perception

observations

and

against

from
mental Data

models of what is being seen
Mental model

[18]

Deduction
and
Perception

Insight is a form of learning that builds a Observe
relationally

semantic

knowledge

base

through a variety problem-solving and

Data

reasoning heuristics.
Meaning

Problem-solving
and
reasoning
heuristic
techniques
(Semantic
knowledge)
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Insight is related to the concept of

Explore

exploration. It is usually assumed that

Data

exploration

[9]
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necessary

for
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gaining

insight.

Meaning

Insight is a discontinuous discovery, a

Discover

non-obvious revision to a person’s mental
model of a dynamic system, resulting in a

Mental model

new set of beliefs that are more accurate,
comprehensive, and useful.

A new set of beliefs

Accurate, comprehensive
and useful
[3]

Insight is the ultimate goal of any

(Visualization tools)

visualization tool; to gain insight, user Involve in activities
engages in activities that help them make
sense of the domain as represented by the Sense making
visual externalization.

(Based on the visualizeddomain)

In [16] defined insight as a sequential process.Similarly,in [17] also stated that it comprises of
three main components, but in addition to that it focused on the characteristics of insight that
detailing on the observation, data and meaning. In [5] defined insight similar like the previous
two researchers, but he added that it is actually is a cyclic process. In [2] had a similar flow of
the process, but he emphasized on the last component which is on the mapping observation
into meaning that involve a mental model approach. Study by [18] emphasized that insight is
a learning process and the process is growing. It discussed much on problem-solving and
reasoning heuristic techniques involve along the process of insight. In [17] defined similar
idea

to [16]. Study by [18] is contradict from another school of thoughts where they defined

insight as a disjoint and dynamic process. Its definition is obviously similar to [18].Study by
[3] support the study of [18, 21]. It imposed an idea that there must be a group of activities
involves, where sense making were developed from these activities. Deduction of the sense
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making compose an insight. From this, it found that basically (i) insight is the finite goal; (ii)
the process to gain insight is growing and in sequence; (iii) insight comprises of three major
components. Interestingly, to gain insight it must go through (i) some observations; or (ii)
activities; or (iii) usage of tools and technique. It wrap these and named it as visual scheme.
Next, Table 3 compiles the graphical flow of the sense making process.
Table 3. Summary sense making process
References
[22]

[23]

Process Involve
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[20]

[13]

[20]

Studies by [22] presented the flow of sense making in the perspective of theoretical process,
while in[23] discussed it in the technical approach. In [13] also presented it in a plain and
simple flow. On the other hand, although there are only two steps is discussed by [9], it
however has been elaborated in detail. The sense making process defined by [20] is quite
similar to [9], but steps in their latest model have been enhanced as a well been arranged in
sequence of flow. We point out our stand that sense making is an iterative process. Even
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though it has not been mentioned clearly in some of the reviewed articles, but it somehow we
realized that sense making is actually a collection of actions. It is therefore concluded as an
active process. The process is accumulated as it collects meanings. The collection of meanings
was produced by iterations of the process and at the end it created an insight.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the findings stated in the previous section, we formulate and construct a model. The
model comprises of the flow of processes that associates InfoVis, insight and sense making as a
whole. It generalizes human cognition process involve in gaining insight from InfoVis where
sense making is the major cycle within it. The model is depicted in Fig. 1. The input in this model
is data and the output is the meaning deriving from a mental model. Visual schema is used to
represent data in the form of table, charts, shapes, arrangement of flow, text and graphical
diagram. The schema is re-documentation or prearranged collection of the information that is
used to represent the conclusion [4]. Schema presents the data in a simplified form so that it
makes the task of transcription and interpretation become easier.
According to [7], in order to have a better insight of information visualization, we need to go
through the process of sense making first. Therefore, we associate sense making as the cyclic
pipeline within the insight. The pipelines in the model shows that the sense making pipelines
are an active flow. We agree with[9, 24] who stated that sense making can be defined as
creativity, curiosity, comprehension, mental modeling procedures and situation awareness.
The followings are further descriptions of each pipeline:Transcribe-It is performed after
problem and data are defined, an analysis and visualization abstraction is chosen. In this
process a new visualization state is generated after the visualization pipeline has been
executed [21]. User can see the visualization at this stage since it copies out the data into
view.ii. Interpret-It takes place after several steps has been performed and several
improvements like zooming, rotation and filtration of the data abstraction done. The outcome
will affect the interest of the user. The better the outcome, the more users’ attention would be
and precise translation will take place.
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Fig.1. Element in InfoVis
iii. Decide-After the users’ attention is obtained, the task of producing insight will be taken
place. The user will decide either to take their interpretation of visualization as a meaning of
the data or not.In [25] classified insight process in two major classes, which are (i) basic and
(ii) comparative insight. Each of the class comprises of four types of activities. Basic visual
insights comprise of Read Value (Va), Identify Extrema (Ex), Characterize Distribution (Di)
and Describe Correlation (Co) process. While comparative insights are higher-order insights
that compare the results of the four types of basic insights. Accordingly, in [25] stated that
there are four types of them: Compare Values (VC), Compare Extrema (EC), Compare
Distribution (DC) and Compare Correlation (CC). There was a detail experiment and
discussion on insight made by [25].However, in the context of this study, we define the
process up to this stage only.
Meaning is known as the goal or output of InfoVis. Meaning is the understanding or user’s
perception through the data that is visually represented. In the context of this study, it is also
referred as information. The model that we constructed, consistent with idea imposed by [4,
23] as they also stressed out that the product of information visualization is obtained through
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sense making process after the insight is gained [13].Herewith, InfoVis is actually is a noun
that identifies a group process.

6. CONCLUSION
In this study, the definition of InfoVis, insight and sense making were reviewed. We compiled
and drew a graphical diagram of the flow of each process. From the findings, we conclude that
insight is the process and sense making is the pipeline within InfoVis. In the other hand, it can
be said that the InfoVis is a tool for gaining insight. The proposed model has given a
comprehensive understanding on what are insight and sense making, how it associates in
InfoVis as well as the flow of respective activities.
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